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(6 pts for each correct answer) = Comprehension_____  

(1 pt. for each correct answer  = Vocab_____ Code #       Name (quiz taker) 

(1 pt for each correct answer) = Puzzle_____  

 
 

  

  total points  
Directions: 

 Circle the letter of the best answer. 

 

 Comprehension = 6 points for each correct answer 
 1. Juan Tomas is _____ and Apolonia is ___ Kino_____ 

 A The doctor ….. his nurse …..trusts them to help his son get better 

 B Kino's father ….. his mother ….. loves them and has faith in their judiciousness 

 C The elder statesman of the town ….. his wife …..respects and looks to them for guidance 

 D Kino's brother ….. his wife ….. trusts them 

   

 2. Kino said he would spend money on: 

  I. marriage     II.  education      III. a rifle     IV. a new boat 

 A I, II, III 

 B III, IV, II 

 C IV, I, II 

 D All of the above 

   

 3. _____was the first person to visit Kino. He suggested____ 

 A Juan Tomas ….. that he spend some of his money on his family 

 B The doctor….. that Kino allow him to treat the child because the poison may have gone inward 

 C A priest ….. that he donate something to the church 

 D A pearl buyer …..that he sell him the great pearl 

   

 4. The second surprise visitor was _____ Kino _____ because over the years _____ 

 A The doctor ….. hated this man ….. he looked down on him and his family 

 B A neighbor who never spoke to Kino ….. was very surprised…..they were not very friendly 

 C A clergyman ….. was very grateful for this visit…..the church was the only thing he had to cling to 

 D A pearl buyer ….. thought this was strange…..pearl buyers waited for divers to come to them. 

          
            

 5. The news of the pearl ____by saying this Steinbeck is implying that _____ 

 A "Excited all of the people in the town"….. they were all very happy for him 

 B "Stirred up something black and evil" ….. they all thought of ways to have a piece of Kino's pearl 

 C "Saddened the most pious of person"….. good people know that it will only bring harm to Kino 

 D "Created a festive atmosphere" ….. the town was enthusiastic and shared Kino's happiness 

   

 6. When Kino looked  ____he saw things he had wanted for many years such as_____ 

 A At his son ….. a wife for him, education, a home of his own, and good friendships 

 B Into his wife's eyes …..her always by his side, new clothes for her, more children, and a future 

 C At the pearl….. new clothes, getting married, new weapons 

 D At his family….. contentment, more offspring, much love, and a peaceful life as a wealthy man 

   

 7. _____was the first crisis in this chapter, and although Kino and Juana_____ 

 A Finding the pearl …..didn't expect it, they now have many enemies 

 B Getting thumped on the head …..expected it, it still hurt and caused much anxiety 

 C The doctor's diagnosis….. despised him they had no choice but to allow him to treat their son 

 D None of the above 

   

 8. _____was the second crisis for the couple, and this incident _____ 

 A The doctor's visit…..surely caused Coyotito to become ill 

 B Coyotito getting sick….. may have been caused by the doctor's white powder 

 C Looking to where the pearl was hidden …..led to the "dark thing" who attacked Kino in the night 

 D All of the above 

                                         



 9. The final crisis in this chapter is when ____. This causes_____ 

 A Coyotito regains his health …..Kino to believe in and have faith in the doctor once again 

 B Kino begins to doubt his wife's dedication to the pearl's goodness ….. him to wonder about her 

 C Kino is attacked ….. Juana to voice her suspicions about how the pearl would ruin their lives.  

 D Kino attacks someone …..Juanita to become very suspicious of the pearl's influence over him 

   

 10. Juana wants to _____ because she thinks it may eventually_____ 

 A Get rid of  the pearl ….. destroy their family 

 B Get good price for their treasure ….. depreciate in value 

 C Have Coyotito formally educated …..secure a good future for him 

 D Sell the peal as soon as possible….. get stolen and precipitate destroying the "song of the family" 

   

 11. Steinbeck is very _____when he says, "luck you see brings bitter friends." He implies_____ 

 A Critical…..some friends are not meant to be sweet, and we really need all kinds of people as friends. 

 B Sarcastic…..the friends we have, although sometimes envious of our good fortune,  will still better our lives. 

 C Judicious…..people who have many friends are not really very lucky because they may turn on you. 

 D Prophetic…..with wealth you get many new friends who are possible enemies. 

   

 12. Kino is counting on the pearl to _____. So far it appears that_____ 

 A Make him happy ….. he is placing his hopes in the right place 

 B Save his family from poverty and unhappiness ….. he is not mistaken 

 C Make him a better man ….. he is becoming a better man 

 D Guarantee his family's future of comfort and security….. he is misplacing his hopes for the future 

   

                           

 Vocabulary = 1 point for each correct answer.  

 1._____  Semblance A Endless 

 2._____  Infinite B Convulsion. Contraction 

 3._____  Incandescence C Scamper, run around quickly 

 4._____  Prophecy D Frown like expression 

 5._____  Transfigured E Appearance, impression 

 6._____  Anxiety F Changed, remade, converted 

 7._____  Spasm G Foretelling of the future 

 8._____  Subside H State of agitation, distress, uneasiness 

 9._____  Scowl I Decline, recede 

 10._____  Scurry J Blaze, flame 

 11._____  Vibrate K Blessing 

 12._____  Judicious L Bring on . lead 

 13._____  Precipitate M Shake 

 14._____  Essence N Defeat, suppression 

 15._____  Speculation O Theory, guesswork 

 16._____  Lucent P Core, spirit  

 17._____  Benediction Q Cautious, thoughtful 

 18._____  Subjugation R Transparent, see through 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Puzzle  
 

1 point per correct answer   
 

"The Pearl chapter 3” 

  

 
 

             Hidden Message (3 points)______________________________________________________ 

 
Find the words in the grid. Words can go horizontally, vertically, and diagonally, in all directions. When you are 
done the unused letters in the grid will spell out a hidden message. For an extra 3 points, pick them from left to 
right, top line to bottom line and put the message on the line above. 

 

E D U C A T I O N

P L U C K M A G Y
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O E E I C T C R D

R L E U F U N E E

B M L I L E E S R

Bernarducci

benidiction

second visitor

Kino's desire for Coyotito

core spirit

Kino's weapon with blood on it

see through

what Steinbeck says brings bitter friends

doctor's white______ (cure)

first visitor

 
 


